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Abstract: To solve the problem of large difference degree
in multi-dimensional urban landscape design, a multi-
dimensional urban landscape designmethod based onnon-
linear theory is proposed. Research on multidimensional
nonlinear landscape design methods in improving the ra-
tionality of architectural landscape design and improving
the living environment is important for optimizing the struc-
ture of multidimensional nonlinear landscape design and
improving the effect of urban landscape design. Firstly, ac-
cording to the input and output data of the system, the
multidimensional nonlinear landscape image is sampled,
the virtual scene space visual planning method is used to
simulate the parameters of themultidimensional nonlinear
landscape design, and the block detection method is used
to reconstruct the region of themultidimensional nonlinear
landscape image. Combined with RGB feature decomposi-
tionmethod, the parameter vectorized feature extraction of
multidimensional nonlinear landscape design was carried
out, and the parameterizedmodel ofmultidimensional non-
linear landscape view was extracted. Based on the param-
eterized model method, the multidimensional nonlinear
landscape design is realized, and the quantitative analysis
ability of multidimensional nonlinear landscape design is
improved. The simulation results show that the mean of
regression standard deviation is 0.567, the standard value
is 0.753, and the F-test value is 0.655. Therefore, the visual
feature expression ability of multidimensional nonlinear
landscape design using the proposed method is better and
the effect of landscape design is improved.
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1 Introduction
Since the 20th century, with the continuous advancement
of ecological landscape construction and the improvement
of living environment, people’s quality standards for land-
scape construction have been continuously improved, so it
is necessary to carry out multidimensional nonlinear land-
scape design, and nonlinear science has gradually pene-
trated into many other disciplines. The study of nonlinear
science has an important impact on human society, ecolog-
ical environment, scientific progress, economy, and the de-
velopment of information technology [1, 2]. In recent years,
the emergence of nonlinear science has brought about pro-
found changes in the view of nature and science. And the
nonlinear thinking is imperceptibly affecting people’s life
behavior and thinkingmode. Combinedwith the functional
orientation of the landscape to optimize the structure of
multidimensional nonlinear landscape design, improve the
effect of urban landscape design, research on multidimen-
sional nonlinear landscape design methods in improving
the rationality of architectural landscape design and im-
proving the living environment has important significance,
the nonlinear landscape design structure is shown in Fig-
ure 1 [3]. According to the development orientation of land-
scape construction and the guiding factors of government
policies, landscape construction planning and design are
carried out to improve the spatial expression ability of land-
scape design. The multidimensional nonlinear landscape
design is carried out by using computer vision image anal-
ysis method, and the parameterized analysis model of mul-
tidimensional nonlinear landscape design is constructed.
The optimization design of multidimensional nonlinear
landscape design is carried out by using structured image
analysis and parameter simulation method. A multidimen-
sional nonlinear landscape designmethod based on param-
eterized model was proposed to improve the quantitative
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analysis ability of multidimensional nonlinear landscape
design [4].

As “another revolution” in the history of science in
the 20th century, nonlinear science has affected almost
all fields of natural science and humanities and social sci-
ence and is changing people’s traditional view of the real
world. Xiao et al. believes that the study of nonlinear sci-
ence not only has great scientific significance, but also has
immeasurable influence on human society, ecological envi-
ronment, medical diagnosis, economic development, infor-
mation, and decision-making [5]. Without considering the
nonlinear factors, it is impossible to reflect the objective
law truly and accurately without establishing the nonlinear
model. The reason is that theworld as awhole, fromcosmol-
ogy to macro to micro, is inherently nonlinear. Nonlinearity
is the root cause of complexity and diversity in nature. The
development of nonlinear science has also brought about
profound changes in philosophy andmethodology. The con-
tribution to its exploration is not only that it has created a
new subject field, but also that it has brought about great
changes in the view of nature, the view of science, method-
ology, and even the way of thinking. Nonlinear interaction
has more intrinsic and essential meanings than linear in-
teraction. The linear interaction is only a highly simplified
and approximate treatment of the nonlinear interaction.

Kumar et al. studied the viscosity of Newton’s Boussinesq
fluidwith Rayleigh Benard deficient defect fluidwith period
boundary temperature modulation using A weakly nonlin-
ear theoretical framework. The critical Rayleigh number is
calculated using the energy method accompanied by the
variational algorithm for the asymptotic stability criterion.
It is found that the subcritical instability occurs under two
conditions:When themodulation is in the resistance phase,
only the modulation is applied at the lower boundary. Wit-
ness supercritical stability during in-phase modulation. In
all three cases of relative phases of the two boundary tem-
peratures, the effect of the infinite disturbance is found to
be weak. The findings of this study can be of major con-
cern in several applications where appropriate tempera-
ture modulation is applied [6]. Kamei et al. clarified that
the thermal effect not only contributes to the dissipative
effect, but also produces nonlinear effects. The nonlinear
term coefficient includes the ratio of the proportion of ideal
gas within a bubble. We then conclude that the wave propa-
gation process is determined by thermodynamic processes
within the bubble [7]. Miao et al. summarized several char-
acteristics of architecture: Architecture should be close to
nature and use natural vocabulary; Architecture should
reflect the nature of the universe; Architecture reflects the
hierarchy, multivalence and complexity of the system; Di-

Figure 1: Nonlinear landscape design structures
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versity of architecture is realized through collage and juxta-
position [8]. Yao et al., one of the institutions for theoretical
practice and teaching of nonlinear architectural design, has
become a pioneer and an important camp in the research
and teaching of nonlinear architectural design after years
of construction [9]. Demir et al. systematically introduced
the new technology-assisted design method relied on: CAD
computer aided design, CAE computer aided analysis, CAM
computer aided manufacturing, multi-disciplinary com-
prehensive application, multi-work coordination, jointly
assist architects to complete nonlinear architecture from
design conception, technical analysis, event production
and other whole process of construction work; In addition,
tracking records have been made from design conception
to scheme deepening to the actual construction process of
all realized engineering examples, and the application of
design methods has been summarized [10]. Paquin Lefeb-
vre et al. pointed out that the details of the symbols are
common forms of traditional expression, and the symbols
with high traditional meanings should be simplified into
the composition elements of the space combination, com-
binedwithmodern design ideas, and organically combined
with other elements to reflect the environmental theme and
atmosphere to be expressed, as well as the unique cultural
background. Only by incorporating the detail modeling
symbols into the style of the overall environment can such
detail processing have vitality [11]. Chen et al. pointed out
that for the relationship between details and the building
as a whole, function provides the origin and meaning of
details, while the connecting part between different func-
tions, structures and forms provides us with the producing
part of details. The operation in form makes details take
root and become reality [12]. In the aforementioned section,
an introduction was given about the paperwork. Section 2
contains the research methodology used in the paper. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the result analysis. And at last, Section 4
has concludes the paperwork.

The proposed nonlinear theory for multidimensional
urban landscape design has been proposed. It helped in
improving the living environment, optimizing the structure
of landscape design and improving the effect of urban land-
scape design. Multidimensional nonlinear landscape de-
sign is accomplished using the parameterized model tech-
nique, and the quantitative analysis ability of multidimen-
sional nonlinear landscape design is increased. Hence, this
could be a better way of landscape design.

2 Research methods

2.1 Construction of nonlinear thinking mode
in landscape design

The world is inherently nonlinear, and linearity is a spe-
cial case. Therefore, in such a nonlinear world, one must
use nonlinear thinking to deal with it. First of all, because
the landscape is a complex nonlinear system, including
cultural, artistic, ecological, human experience, and other
issues at different levels, it needs to be analyzed and con-
sidered from different levels, different perspectives, and
different approaches, but cannot be satisfied with a simple
interpretation of one cause and one effect. Of course, due
to the limited nature of human knowledge and the endless
nonlinear interactions in complex systems, it is difficult for
human beings to achieve perfect ideal results. Therefore,
some simplification is necessary. Secondly, chaos theory
points out that the evolutionof nonlinear systems cannot be
predicted for a long time, so we need to adhere to a limited
view of prediction. Chaos or potential chaos is the nature of
nonlinear systems. The smallest uncertainty in a system is
amplified by feedback coupling, causing a sudden change
at a point of divergence that makes even a simple system
potentially horribly complex, making the entire system’s
prospects completely unpredictable. For example, changes
in humanbehavior, plant growth, and other elements of the
landscape system can affect the development of the future
system. In addition, nonlinear thinking also puts forward a
higher request to the practitioner. The rapid development of
computer and information technology has affected the way
of life of people in almost all fields. Similarly, in the field
of landscape, the development and evolution of the land-
scape environment can be simulated by a computer, and
the landscape form can be generated, making the construc-
tion of nonlinear landscape system possible. The nonlinear
thinking view can be constructed through holistic thinking,
relational thinking, and process thinking.

(1) Holistic thinking
The first is to take a holistic view of the landscape system.
Adhere to the nonlinear holistic view; people believe that
an environmental system, its own properties and functions,
as well as the law of movement, from the perspective of the
whole, can be reflected. Only by relying on the system as
a whole, can each component within the system reflect its
own characteristics that it does not have originally. There-
fore, it is not to add up each element, but to coordinate the
various relationships between them to form a landscape
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system. Landscape system is an important part of the urban
system, and it is also an independent natural system. We
should not only pay attention to its integrity, but also pay
attention to the characteristics of each part. Landscape sys-
tem because of the various elements, and most of them are
nonlinear, these elements affect each other and increase
the complexity of landscape. Therefore, only by adopting a
holistic way of thinking to carry out planning, can the site
be effectively utilized.

(2) Procedural thinking
In landscape design, if nonlinear thinking is adopted, it is
necessary to break the space limit and expand the space
of thinking. At the same time, the time dimension is in-
troduced, and the dynamic structural analysis method is
adopted to design the relationship between various ele-
ments. That is to say, the landscape space is regarded as a
dynamic system,which forms the space andfills the content
with time structure. The space system constructed in this
way has both the organizational structure of the landscape
system and the function of a system and maintains a har-
monious relationship with the surrounding environment.
The landscape design under the view of nonlinear think-
ing should get rid of the system of settings or background
and regard the landscape as “landscape field” rather than
“objects”. In the view of relational theory, the landscape
system can exist, be defined, described, and understood
only in relationship with the environment and background.

(3) Associative thinking
What the Greeks meant by “nature” was that which grew
and changed. To the Greek philosophers, the world was es-
sentially something that came out of chaos and developed.
The landscape design based on nonlinear thinking should
not be limited to spatial thinking and static structural anal-
ysis but should pay attention to the addition of time dimen-
sion, event sequences, dynamic relationship network, and
evolutionary mechanisms [13]. In other words, the land-
scape system should be regarded as a dynamic system, and
the space-time structure should be established [14]. This
space-time structure contains the function, organization
and relationships between the system and the environment
of the landscape system and shows a self-organizing syn-
ergistic principle in the process of such interaction [15].
Designers can not regard the landscape system as an iso-
lated object but should form a unified and coordinated
relationship with the surrounding environment, so that
it can be integrated into the environment and become a
member of the environmental organization [16]. Therefore,

designers should pay attention to the relevance of thinking,
carry out a detailed analysis of the surrounding environ-
mental elements of the landscape, and find the relevance
points among them. Get rid of the thinking mode of setting
and background, regard the landscape as the place of the
landscape, determine the correlation in the whole place,
make it become a background environment, and be better
highlighted [17].

2.2 Multidimensional nonlinear landscape
image analysis

(1) Multidimensional nonlinear landscape image
sampling

To realize multidimensional nonlinear landscape design,
model parameterization, analysis, and feature extraction
are needed. Based on multidimensional nonlinear land-
scape image block matching, detection and recognition,
we build a multidimensional nonlinear dynamic charac-
teristics of the landscape image distribution model, com-
bining with the fuzzy association feature point detection,
the method of multidimensional nonlinear optimization of
landscape data extraction, combinedwith the fuzzy feature
extractionmethod, and collectmultidimensional nonlinear
optimization of landscape image of character recognition,
Multi-dimensional nonlinear landscape image processing
and information fusion are carried out by using the recon-
structionmethod of pixel feature points [18]. The geometric
invariant moment generation model for constructing multi-
dimensional nonlinear landscape images is as follows:

Dif (C1, C2) = min
υi∈C1 ,υj∈C2(υi ,υj)∈E

w
[︀(︀
υi , υj

)︀
+ FE

]︀
(1)

Type, FE = 1nI
1nD , represents the feature sampling points

of the multidimensional nonlinear landscape image and
uses the virtual scene spatial visual planning method to
simulate the parameters of themultidimensional nonlinear
landscape design and constructs the spatial regional distri-
butionmodel of themultidimensional nonlinear landscape
image [19]. The regional fusion of multidimensional non-
linear landscape in the gradient direction and the template
matching method are combined to obtain the edge infor-
mation of multidimensional nonlinear landscape image as
follows:

Gx (x, y, t) =
∂u (x, y, t)

∂x (2)

Gy (x, y, t) =
∂u (x, y, t)

∂y (3)
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In the formula, the edge information of landscape image
is decomposed into two components along the gradient
direction, Xi,j is used to represent the edge pixel distribu-
tion set of landscape rationality distribution at the position
of central pixel (i, j), distributed reconstruction method of
visual features is used to make multidimensional nonlin-
ear landscape parameterized design decision, the length of
landscape area distribution L = xmax−xmin,H = zmax−zmin.
The template block area matching method was adopted to
traversal all sub-blocks. Combined with high-resolution
information fusion technology, the multidimensional non-
linear landscapeparameter simulationwas carried out, and
the scale space was obtained as follows:

Mi,j = med
(︀
Xi−1,j−1 · · · Xi,j · · · Xi+1,j+1

)︀
(4)

There are:

Fi,j =
{︃
1,

⃒⃒
Xi,j −Mi,j

⃒⃒
≥ T

0,
⃒⃒
Xi,j −Mi,j

⃒⃒
< T

(5)

Combined with the frame matching method, the block de-
tection and feature matching of multidimensional nonlin-
ear landscape are carried out, and the pixel set between
frames is Ic, and adjacent frames are represented as NFc =
{n : c − k ≤ n ≤ c + k}. Amulti-dimensional nonlinear land-
scape parameter template matching model is established,
and the plane pheromone of nonlinear landscape design is
defined as G (x, y, t), where:

u(x, y, t) = G(x, y, t) (6)

In multiscale space, multi-dimensional nonlinear land-
scape image sampling is carried out, and nonlinear land-
scape design is carried out according to the results of image
sampling [20].

(2) Parameter simulation of multidimensional nonlinear
landscape design

The spatial visual planningmethod of the virtual scene was
used to simulate the parameters of multidimensional non-
linear landscape design. Combined with the distribution
characteristics of each pixel, the similarity analysis of the
multidimensional nonlinear landscape image was carried
out, and the spatial regional feature matching model of
landscape design was obtained as follows:

F = p̃ (x, y) = p (x, y)
(︂
υ (x)
υ (y)

)︂1/2
(7)

The matrix X was used to express the neighboring phase
points, and the entropy weight feature distribution set was

established to realize the parametric design of a multidi-
mensional nonlinear landscape. The pixel covariance func-
tion of the multidimensional nonlinear landscape under
the multiscale feature decomposition mode was obtained
as follows:

p (x, y) = k (x, y)
υ (x)

(8)

υ (x) =
∑︁
y
k (x, y)

The affine invariant region segmentation of the multidi-
mensional nonlinear landscape image was carried out with
pixel point i as the center. According to the number of ob-
servations in the training set, the training function was
obtained to satisfy 0 ≤ w (i, j) ≤ 1 and

∑︀
j∈Ω

w (i, j) = 1. After

initializing the prior shape, the parameter distribution ma-
trix of the multidimensional nonlinear landscape design
was obtained as follows:

D =
[︃
I2x Ix Iy
Ix Iy I2Y

]︃
(9)

According to the parameter simulation results of multi-
dimensional nonlinear landscape design, regional recon-
struction is carried out, and combined with RGB feature
decompositionmethod, feature extraction of parameter vec-
torization of multidimensional nonlinear landscape design
is carried out [21, 22].

2.3 Multidimensional nonlinear landscape
design optimization

Parametric design is actually a parametric design. In the
process of parametric design, the parameter is an impor-
tant factor that affects the whole design, and the change
of the parameter will change the result of the whole de-
sign. For example, when making a landscape design, the
site is taken as a function, and many factors that affect the
site design (sunshine, crowd, terrain, climate, wind direc-
tion, surrounding environment, traffic, etc.) are taken as
variables of this function [23]. In this way, the relationship
between landscape and the many factors that influence its
generation is no longer linear, but nonlinear. Parametric de-
sign does not take shape as the purpose, but through a set of
form generation logic, to achieve a certain design intention.
Combinedwith RGB feature decompositionmethod, param-
eterized segmentation of the multidimensional nonlinear
landscape model was carried out [24]. The fuzzy matching
feature number of the multidimensional nonlinear land-
scape image is extracted.Within the area inside and outside
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the target edge of the landscape image, the estimated value
of the parameter of the significant feature points is:

NLM [g (i)] =
∑︁
j∈Ω

w (i, j) g (j) (10)

Based on the idea ofmetric learning, the three-dimensional
feature reconstruction parameters of multidimensional
nonlinear landscape images are uniformly distributed, that
is, the pixel sequence meets n ∈ N

(︀
0, σ2n

)︀
. The parameter-

ized model is used for structural analysis, and the second
moment of multidimensional nonlinear landscape design
is obtained as follows:

µpq =
M∑︁
m=1

N∑︁
n=1

(x − ẋ)
p

(y − ẏ)q f (x, y) (11)

First-order momentsm01 andm02 are used to represent the
edge fuzzy feature quantity of multidimensional nonlinear
landscape images, and block fusion technology is adopted
to obtain that the edge template area of landscape design
meets normal distribution in nc × nr subblocks. The ex-
traction results of fine-grained feature points of landscape
images are as follows:

I1 =
n20n02 − n211

n400
(12)

Eijm =
255∑︁
k=0

eijmk (13)

eijmk =
{︃
−pk log pk , pk ≠ 0
0, pk = 0

(14)

Type: pk is the vectorization dimension of spatial data
of landscape image; m = 1, 2, · · ·N. The parameterized
model of multidimensional nonlinear landscape view is ex-
tracted, and the multidimensional nonlinear landscape de-
sign is realized based on the parameterized model method.
The vector quantization feature set of multidimensional
nonlinear landscape image is obtained as follows:

pi,j (A) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
wi,j
wi
, i = ̸ j, ei,j ∈ A

0, i = ̸ j, ei,j ∉ A
1 − j:ei,j∈A

wi
, i = j

(15)

Parameterized segmentation of the multidimensional
nonlinear landscape model was carried out by block tem-
plate matching method, and the distribution results of the
parameterized model of multidimensional nonlinear land-
scape design were obtained as follows:

x (k) = [x1 (k) , x2 (k) , · · · , xm (k)] , i = 1, 2, · · · ,m (16)

Where: K is the sampling node of multidimensional
nonlinear landscape data; Xi (k) is the data stream. The
implementation process of the whole model is shown in
Figure 2 [25, 26].

Figure 2: Implementation process of landscape design

2.4 Nonlinear morphology generation

The generation of landscape form reflects the generation
process frommacro to micro (internal) and frommicro to
macro (external) in the application of nonlinear thinking
mode in landscape design. Each part of the micro factors in
accordance with their own growth rules and influence each
other superimposed to promote the formation of the inter-
nal landscape of macroscopic form; the external is through
the sunlight, gravity, wind and other natural external force
factors directly acting on the macroscopic form of the in-
tervention [27, 28]. Due to the parameterized design idea
and working mode, the shapes generated through Digital
Projects, Rhinoceros, Grasshoppers, and other software can
be said to be “controllable random shapes”. The formation
of this controllable random form is the result under the
influence of various complex factors. The core logic of the
design method, which proposes that complex factors lead
to the formation of nonlinear forms, is expressed through
the generation process of the nonlinear form, as shown in
Figure 3 [29]. It is a four step procedure for the generation
of landscape design. Input parameters were given at the
initial stage. Then after reaction process, randomly gen-
erated morphological diversity is generated. Finally, the
optimized selection is done.
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Figure 3: Non-linear morphology generation process

3 Result analyses
MATLAB simulation design was adopted in the experiment.
The sample pixel size of landscape images ranged from
100 to 600, the pixel distribution of landscape images was
300×300, themetric learningmodulewas 100, and the num-
ber of iterations was 1200. The results of descriptive sta-
tistical analysis of correlation parameters were shown in
Table 1.

According to the descriptive statistical analysis results
in Table 1, the multidimensional nonlinear landscape im-
age sampling was carried out, and the virtual scene space
visual planning method was used to simulate the parame-
ters of the multidimensional nonlinear landscape design,
to realize the landscape optimization design. The design
effect results were shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from
the analysis of Figure 4 that the method presented in this
paper has a better effect in multidimensional nonlinear
landscape design. Various variable parameters which are

Figure 4: Landscape design results

Table 1: Descriptive statistical analysis results

Number of samples Landscape
correlation

Similarity coeflcient Contribution level The fuzzy factor

100 0.723 0.456 0.775 0.532
200 0.434 0.556 0.564 0.545
300 0.531 0.434 0.454 0.554
400 0.534 0.634 0.554 0.545
500 0.422 0.434 0.324 0.544
600 0.345 0.454 0.455 0.434

Table 2: Regression analysis values and test values

The variable name The mean Standard values F test value
Landscape planning structure 0.456 1.432 0.456
Habitat satisfaction level 0.754 1.544 0.656
Environmental risk factor 0.467 1.676 0.265

Level of ecological improvement 0.435 1.545 0.645
Landscape construction scale 0.567 0.545 0.367
Decision evaluation value 0.365 0.567 0.655

Overall planning allocation eflciency 0.545 0.545 0.345
Regression standard deviation 0.567 0.753 0.655
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important for multidimensional urban landscape design
development were discussed and compared in Table 2. The
mean, standard values and f test values were obtained. Pa-
rameters such as regression analysis values and test values
were tested, and the results were shown in Table 2. The
mean, standard, f test values have been evaluated for differ-
ent parameters. It can be seen from Table 2 that the method
adopted in this paper has better visual feature expression
ability and higher structural fitting accuracy of parame-
ter distribution in multidimensional nonlinear landscape
design.

4 Conclusions
This paper proposes a multidimensional urban landscape
design method based on nonlinear theory, extracts the pa-
rameterized model of multidimensional nonlinear land-
scape view, and uses the parameterized model method
to realize the multidimensional nonlinear landscape de-
sign. The multidimensional nonlinear landscape design is
carried out by using the computer vision image analysis
method, and the parameterized analysis model of multi-
dimensional nonlinear landscape design is constructed.
Combined with the fuzzy feature extraction method, the
multidimensional nonlinear landscape image optimization
collection and feature recognition are carried out. The mul-
tidimensional nonlinear landscape image sampling was
carried out, and the virtual scene space visual planning
method was used to simulate the parameters of the mul-
tidimensional nonlinear landscape design, to realize the
landscape optimization design. The method adopted in
this paper has better visual feature expression ability and
higher structural fitting accuracy of parameter distribution
in multidimensional nonlinear landscape design. The re-
sults show that this method can express the visual features
of multidimensional nonlinear landscape design better,
and the effect of landscape design is better.
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